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Several important recent advances in various sciences (particularly biology and physics) are based
on complex network analysis, which provides tools for characterising statistical properties of net-
works and explaining how they may arise. This article examines the relevance of this trend for the
study of human languages. We review some early efforts to build up language networks, charac-
terise their properties, and show in which direction models are being developed to explain them.
These insights are relevant, both for studying fundamental unsolved puzzles in cognitive science,
in particular the origins and evolution of language, but also for recent data-driven statistical
approaches to natural language.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The origins and evolution of language and the relations
to neural development are still largely unknown, despite
the increased speculation and theorising going on at the
moment (1; 2). Language does not leave fossils (at least
not directly), and so solid grounds to support a well-
defined theory of the evolution of the language faculty
are largely missing. And yet human language is clearly
one of the greatest transitions in evolution (3) and maybe
the trait that makes us most essentially different from
other organisms on our planet (1).
All languages share some universal tendencies at dif-
ferent levels of organization: the phoneme inventories,
the syntactic and semantic categories and structures, as
well as the conceptualisations being expressed. At the
same time there are also very deep differences between
languages, and often universal trends are implicational:
They are about the co-occurrence of features and not
the features themselves (4). For example, if a language
has an inflected auxiliary preceding the verb, then it typi-
cally has prepositions. There are also universal statistical
trends in human languages, such as Zipf’s law (5), which
is about the frequency with which common words appear
in texts.
One of the most fundamental questions for a science
of language is the origins of these universal trends. As
with any other evolved system, there are many causal
factors: There is first of all the nature of human embodi-
ment and brain architecture. For example, the universal
distinction between vowels and consonants is related to
the structure of the human articulatory system, which
can use vocal chords to produce vowels and strictures of
the oral cavity for consonants (6). It has been argued
that the brain features a kind of genetically determined
language organ which strongly constrains the kinds of
syntactic and semantic structures that we might expect
in human languages (7; 8) and that language is subject to
conditions imposed by other cognitive subsystems (8) or
computational principles (9; 10), as well as memory lim-
itations (particularly during language acquisition (11)).
A second causal factor is the nature of the tasks for
which language is used, specifically communication. It
is obvious that if language is to be adequate as a tool
in communication, users will try to optimise communica-
tive success and expressive power while minimising the
cognitive and physical effort that they need to engage
in. Various theories of language evolution explicitly take
this to be the driving force in explaining the origins of
grammatical features, such as expression of predicate-
argument structure or perspective (12; 13). Other the-
ories focus on the issue of transmission and argue that
language is shaped largely so as to be able to be learnable
by the next generation (14), or be genetically inheritable
(15).
A third causal factor shaping universal trends comes
from the family relations among languages (16). All
Indo-European language have similar features, probably
because they derived from a common ancestor, and they
have continued to influence each other due to language
contact. Many of the similarities we see among languages
may therefore be a matter of historical contingency with-
out any further deeper explanation.
In this paper we look at a fourth possible causal fac-
tor which is of a quite different nature. Over the past
decade, it has become clear that complex dynamical sys-
tems exhibit a number of universal patterns both in their
structure and in their evolution (17–19). Recently, im-
portant advances in graph theory, and specifically the
theory of complex networks, have given a number of ways
for studying the statistical properties of networks and
for formulating general laws that all complex networks
abide by, independently of the nature of the elements or
their interactions (see box 1) (20; 21). Thus the study of
ecological webs (22), software maps (23), genomes (24),
brain networks (25; 26) or Internet architectures (27) all
reveal common traits with characteristic efficiency and
fragility (28). In this context, two main features seem
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FIG. 1 How to build language networks. Starting from a given text (a) we can define different types of relationships among
words, including precedence relations and syntactic relations. In (b) we show them using blue and black arrows, respectively. In
figures (c) and (d) the corresponding co-occurrence and syntactic networks are shown. Paths on network (c) can be understood
as the potential universe of sentences that can be constructed with the given lexicon. An example of such path is the sentence
indicated in red. Nodes have been coloured according to the total (in- and out-) word degree, highlighting key nodes during
navigation (The higher the degree the lighter its colour). In (d) we build the corresponding syntactic network, taking as a
descriptive framework dependency syntax (50), assuming as criterion that arcs begin in complements and end in the nucleus
of the phrase; taking the verb as the nucleus of well-formed sentences. The previous sentence appears now dissected into two
different paths converging towards “try”. An example of the global pattern found in a larger network is shown in (e) which is
the coocurrence network of a fragment of Moby Dick. In this graph hubs we have the, a, of, to.
to be shared by most complex networks, both natural
and artificial. The first is their small world structure. In
spite of their large size and sparseness (i. e. a rather
small number of links per unit) these webs are very well
connected: it is very easy to reach a given element from
another one through a small number of jumps (29). In
social networks, it is said that there are just six degrees
of separation (i.e. six jumps) between any two randomly
3chosen individuals in a country. The second is less ob-
vious, but not less important: these webs are extremely
heterogeneous: most elements are connected to one or
two other elements and only a handful of them have a
very large number of links. These hubs are the key com-
ponents of web complexity. They support high efficiency
of network traversal but are for the same reason their
Achilles heel. Their loss or failure has very negative con-
sequences for system performance, sometimes even pro-
moting a system’s collapse (30).
Language is clearly an example of a complex dynami-
cal system (31; 32). It exhibits highly intricate network
structures at all levels (phonetic, lexical, syntactic, se-
mantic) and this structure is to some extent shaped and
reshaped by millions of language users over long peri-
ods of time, as they adapt and change them to their
needs as part of ongoing local interactions. The cogni-
tive structures needed to produce, parse, and interpret
language take the form of highly complex cognitive net-
works as well, maintained by each individual and aligned
and coordinated as a side effect of local interactions (33).
These cognitive structures are embodied in brain net-
works which exhibit themselves non-trivial topological
patterns (25). All these types of networks have their
own constraints and interact with the others generating
a dynamical process that leads language to be as we find
it in nature.
The hypothesis being explored in this article is that
the universal laws governing the organization and evolu-
tion of networks is an important additional causal factor
in shaping the nature and evolution of language (34).
Commonalities seen in all languages might be an indi-
cator of the presence of such common, inevitable genera-
tive mechanisms, independent on the exact path followed
by evolution. If this is the case, the origins of language
would be accessible to scientific analysis, in the sense
that it would be possible to predict and explain some of
the observed statistical universals of human languages in
terms of instantiations of general laws. Current results
within the new field of complex networks give support to
this possibility.
II. LANGUAGE NETWORKS
If network structure is a potential key for under-
standing universal statistical trends then the first step
is clearly to define more precisely what kinds of net-
works are involved. It turns out that there are several
possibilities (Fig 1). First of all we can look at the
network structure of the language elements themselves,
and this at different levels: semantics and pragmatics,
syntax, morphology, phonetics and phonology. Second,
we can look at the language community and the social
structures defined by their members. Social networks
can help understanding how fast new conventions
propagate or what language variation will be sustained
(35). Moreover, the network organization of individual
interactions has been shown to influence the emergence
of a self-consistent language (36)
Box 1. Measuring network complexity
Several key statistical measures can be performed on a
given language network as we illustrate here by focusing
on the co-occurrence of words. If W = {Wi} is the set
of words (i = 1, ..., N) and {Wi, Wj} is a pair of words, a
link can be defined based on a given choice of word-word
relation. The number of links of a given word is called
its degree. The total number of links is indicated by L,
and the average degree < k > is simply < k >= 2L/N .
Path length: it is defined as the average minimal dis-
tance between any pair of elements.
Clustering coefficient: is the probability that two ver-
tices (e.g. words) that are neighbors of a given vertex
are neighbors of each other. It measures the relative
frequency of triangles in a graph.
Random graphs: they are obtained by linking nodes
with some probability. The most simple example is
given by the so called Erdo¨s-Renyi (ER) graph for which
any two nodes are connected with some given probabil-
ity. For a random graph, we have very small clustering
(with C 1/N) and D ≈ log N/ log 〈k〉.
Small world (SW) structure: this networks have a
high clustering (and thus many triangles) but also a very
short path length, with D ∼ log N as in random graphs.
A small world graph can be defined as a network such
that D ∼ Drand and C  Crand.
Degree distributions: They are defined as the fre-
quency P (k) of having a word with k links. Most com-
plex networks are characterized by highly heterogeneous
distributions, following a power law (scale-free) shape
P (k) ∼ k−γ , with 2 < γ < 3.
Third we can study the interaction between language,
meaning and the world, for example in terms of semiotic
landscapes and the semiotic dynamics that occurs over
these landscapes, both in the individual and the group
(37; 38). Each viewpoint can be the basis of network
analysis but in this article we only focus on the first
type of relations as this has been already been explored
the most extensively.
To further narrow our focus, we will take words as
the fundamental interacting units, partly because this is
very common in linguistic theorising but also because it
is relatively straightforward to obtain sufficient corpus
data to be statistically significant, and because several
large-scale projects are under way for manual annotation
of text based on lexical entries, such as Wordnet (39)
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FIG. 2 Semantic webs can be defined in different ways. The
figure shows a simple network of semantic relations among
lexicalised concepts. Nodes are concepts and links seman-
tic relations between concepts. Links are coloured to high-
light the different nature of the relations. Yellow arcs de-
fine isa-relations (hypernymy) (F lower → Rose implies that
Flower is a hypernym of Rose). Two concepts are related by
a blue arc if there is a part-whole relation (meronymy) be-
tween them. Relations of binary opposition (antonymy) are
bidirectional and coloured violet. Hypernymy defines a tree-
structured network and other relations produce shortcuts that
leads the network to exhibit a small world pattern -see Box
1-, making navigation through the network more easy and
effective. (redrawn from (45))
and Framenet (40). We can then build for example the
following kinds of networks:
Co-occurrence networks. (Fig.1b,e) Spoken language
consists of linear strings of sounds and hence the first
type of network that we can build is simply based on
co-occurrence. Two words are linked if they appear to-
gether within at least one sentence. Such graphs can be
undirected or directed. In undirected graphs the order of
words in a sentence is considered irrelevant. It has been
used for example in (41). A more realistic approach is
to consider the order in which words co-occur and repre-
sent that in directed graphs (44; 46). Word order could
partially reflect syntactic relations (47) and closeness be-
tween lexicalized concepts (48). Hence the study of such
networks provides a glimpse of the generative potential
of the underlying syntactic and semantic units. and we
find hubs for words with low semantic content but impor-
tant grammatical functions (such as articles, auxiliaries,
prepositions, etc.). They are the key elements in sustain-
ing an efficient traffic while building sentences. In figure
1C and example of shuch network is shown, with nodes
colored proportionally to their degree. In these webs de-
gree is directly related to frequency of appearance. Anal-
ysis of these networks in children, during language ac-
quisition reveal that a trade-off is present in terms of
a balance between lexicon size and flexibility: Children
with smaller lexicon display a network with higher con-
nectivity. Moreover, the ontogeny of these webs is well
described by looking at the emergence of hubs. Content
words such as mama or juice are important at early stages
but fade out in later stages as function words (particu-
larly you, the, a) emerge together with grammar (46).
Syntactic networks. (Figure 1c,d) A second type of
network focuses on syntax (42). They can be built up
based on constituent structures, where units form higher
level structures which in turn then behave as units in
other structures. Constituent structures are usually de-
scribed as the product of fundamental operations like
merge (49) or unify (2). Dependency grammar (50) is
a useful linguistic framework to build up syntactic net-
works because it retains the words themselves as funda-
mental nodes in a graph (Figure 1c). Many of these net-
works could be extracted automatically using techniques
from data-driven parsing (51). Here hubs are functional
words but we can see that the in- and out- degrees are
different from the previous web based on precendence re-
lations.
Semantic networks. (Fig.2) Semantic networks can be
built starting from individual words that lexicalise con-
cepts and by then mapping out basic semantic relations
such as isa-relations, part-whole or binary opposition.
They can potentially be built up automatically from cor-
pus data (43; 48; 52–54). The topology of these net-
works reveals a highly efficient organization where hubs
are polysemous words, which have a profound impact on
the overall structure. It has been suggested that the the
hubs organize the semantic web in a categorical repre-
sentation and might explain the ubiquity of polysemy
across languages (43). In this context, although it has
been argued that polysemy can be some type of histori-
cal accident (which languages should avoid) the analysis
of these webs rather suggests that they are a necessary
component of all languages. Additionally, as discussed
in (48), the scale-free topology of semantic webs places
some constraints on how these webs (and the previous
ones) can be implemented in neural hardware. The high
clustering found in these webs favours search by associa-
tion, while the short paths separating two arbitrary items
makes search very fast (52).
Many of these networks have now been analysed and
they exhibit non trivial patterns of organization -see box
1-: Coocurrence, syntactic, and semantic networks ex-
hibit scaling in their degree distributions and they dis-
play Small World effects with high clustering coefficients
and short path lengths between any given pair of units
(41–43; 48), which remarkably are the same universal fea-
tures as found in most of the natural phenomena studied
by complex network analysis so far (24; 27; 28).
5Co-occurrence networks Syntactic Networks Semantic Networks
Size N ∼ 103 − 106 N ∼ 103 − 104 N ∼ 104 − 105
Average degree < k >∼ 4 − 8 < k >∼ 5− 10 < k >∼ 2− 4
Link relation Precedence Syntactic dependence Word-word association
Functional meaning Sentence production Grammar architecture Psycholinguistic web
Path length d ∼ 3− 4 d ∼ 3.5 d ∼ 3 − 7
Clustering C/Crand ∼ 10
3 C/Crand ∼ 10
3 C/Crand ∼ 10
2
Link distribution SF, γ ∼ 2.2 − 2.4 SF, γ ∼ 2.2 SF, γ ∼ 3
Hubs Words with low semantic content functional words Polysemous words
Effect of hub deletion Loss of optimal navigation Articulation loss Loss of conceptual plasticity
TABLE I Statistical universals in language networks. The data shown are based on different studies involving different corpuses
and different languages (41–44; 48). The small world character of the webs appears reflected in the short path lengths and
the high clustering. Here we compare the value of C with the one expected from a purely random graph Crand. The resulting
fraction C/Crand indicates that the observed clustering is orders of magnitude larger than expected from random.
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FIG. 3 Scaling laws in language webs. Here three different
corpuses have been used and the co-occurrence networks have
been analysed for: (a) basque, (b) english and (c) russian.
Specifically, we computed the degree distribution P (k) (box 1)
and in order to smooth the fluctuations the cumulative distri-
bution has been used, being defined as P>(k) =
∑
j>k
P (j).
Each corpus has 104 lines of text. Although some differences
exist (44), their global patterns are rather similar, thus sug-
gesting common principles of organization.
This is highly relevant for two reasons. First it shows
that language networks indeed exhibit certain significant
statistical properties, confirming the discovery of a new
type of universals in human languages similar to the uni-
versals found in (statistical) physics. Second, it strength-
ens the case that these statistical properties are a conse-
quence of universal laws governing all types of evolving
networks, independent of the specific cognitive and so-
cial processes that generate them. In the next section,
we explore this topic further.
III. NETWORK GROWTH AND EVOLUTION
What could the structural principles for language net-
works be? Language networks are clearly shaped at two
different scales (at least). The first is linked to language
acquisition by individuals, and the second to its emer-
FIG. 4 Defining a bipartite graph of word-meaning associa-
tion. A set of words (signals) W is linked to a set R of objects
of reference. Here some words are connected to a single object
(W1, W2, W4) and other are polysemous (W3). Some objects
are linked to more than one word: W1 and W2 are thus syn-
onyms.
gence within human populations. The ontogeny of lan-
guage is strongly tied to underlying cognitive potentials
in the developing child. But it is also a product of the
exposure of individuals to normal language use (without
formal training). On the other hand, the child (or adult)
is not isolated from other speakers. The emergence and
constant change in language needs to be understood in
terms of a collective phenomenon (32) with continuous
alignment of speakers and hearer to each other’s lan-
guage conventions and ways of viewing the world (33).
Although the two previous views seem in conflict, they
are actually complementary. It depends on what level of
observation is considered. Without a social context in
which a given language is sustained through invention,
learning and consensus, no complex language develops.
But unless a minimal neural substrate is present, it is
not possible for language users to participate in this pro-
cess.
The next question is: What is the nature of the shaping
that affects the statistical properties of network growth?
This question is still wide open and some successful ap-
6proaches based on simple rules of network growth have
been presented (48; 55). An interesting approach, based
on constraints operating on communication and coding,
can be defined in terms of two forces: one that pushes
towards communicative success, and another one that
pushes towards least effort, a principle already used by
Zipf (5) and Simon (56). The first step is to define ide-
alised simpler models of communicative interactions in
the form of language games (57), possibly instantiated
in embodied agents (58). In the simplest language game
(usually called the Naming Game) a mapping between
signals (words) and objects of reference is maintained by
each agent (Box 2). This map defines a bipartite net-
work (Fig.4). The most successful communication arises
obviously when the individual lexicons take the form of
the same one-to-one mapping between names and ob-
jects. Many simulations and theoretical investigations
have now shown that this state can be rapidly reached
when agents attempt to optimize their mutual under-
standing and adjust weights between signals and objects
(37).
Box 2. Word-meaning association networks
for Naming Games
Let us consider an external world defined as a finite
set of m objects of reference (i. e. meanings):
R = {R1, ..., Ri, ..., Rm} (1)
and the previous set words (signals) now used to label
them W = {Wi}. If a word wi is used to name
a given object of reference Rj , then a link will be
established between both. Let us call A = (aij) the
matrix connecting them, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤
j ≤ m. Here aij = 1 if the word ai is used to refer
to rj and zero otherwise. A graph is then obtained,
the so called lexical matrix, including the two types
of elements (words and meanings) and their links.
This is known as a bipartite graph. An example of
such graph is shown in figure 3 where A reads:
A =


1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (2)
This matrix enables the computation of all relevant
quantities concerning graph structure.
Next, we not only consider communicative success
but also the cost of communication between hearer and
speaker in order to connect lexical matrices as studied
in language games with the kind of statistical regulari-
ties made visible by language network analysis. As noted
by George Zipf the conflict between speaker and hearer
might be explained by a lexical tradeoff which he named
the principle of least effort (5). This principle can be
made explicit using the lexical matrix, when the rela-
tive efforts of the hearer and the speaker are properly
defined ((13). If we indicate by Es and Eh the speaker
and hearer’s efforts, respectively, it is possible to assign a
weight to their relative contribution by means of a linear
function:
Ω(λ) = λEs + (1− λ)Eh (3)
where 0 < λ < 1 is a parameter. Effort is defined in
terms of information theoretic measures (59). For Es,
the number of different words in the lexicon can be used
(the signal entropy), whereas for Eh, the ambiguity for
the hearer. The minimal effort for the speaker is obtained
when a single word refers to many objects (Fig.4a) but
this is maximal effort for the hearer (most ambiguous
lexical network). The opposite case is indicated in Fig.4c.
It provides minimal effort for the hearer, because the
speaker is using one word for each object, but that means
maximal effort for the speaker.
By tuning λ, we can move from one case to the other.
What happens in between? Interestingly, a sharp change
occurs at some intermediate λc value, where we observe
a rapid shift from no-communication to one-to-one net-
works. This is a phase transition similar to the ones found
in physics. At this phase transition (Fig.4b) we recover
several quantitative traits of human language. The first is
Zipf’s law: if we map the number of links of a word to its
frequency (as it occurs in real language) the previous scal-
ing relation is recovered at close to the critical λc point.
Such emergence of scaling close to critical points shares
a number of characteristics with scenarios observed in
physical systems under conflicting forces (19). An ad-
ditional finding is that the bipartite graph with a word
frequency distribution following Zipf’s law can also im-
pose strong constraints on syntactic networks (60; 61). It
is worth mentioning that the presence of a gap has imme-
diate consequences for understanding the origins of the
unique character of human language compared to other
species: a complexity gap in the patterning of word in-
teractions would be required should be overcome in order
to achieve symbolic reference.
IV. DISCUSSION
This article argued that there are statistical universals
in language networks, which are similar to the features
found in other ’scale free’ networks arising in physics, bi-
ology and the social sciences. This observation is very
exciting from two points of view. First, it points to new
types of universal features of language, which do not fo-
cus on properties of the elements in language inventories
as the traditional study of universals (e.g. phoneme in-
ventories or word order patterns in sentences) but rather
on statistical properties. Second, the pervasive nature of
these network features suggests that language must be
subject to the same sort of self-organization dynamics
than other natural and social systems and so it makes
sense to investigate whether the general laws governing
7FIG. 5 Bipartite networks of word-meaning interactions in a
least effort model of language networks. Here the size of the
words is related to their use. As the effort of the speaker Es
increases (from left to right) more words are required to refer
to objects. In (a) a low Es implies a few words being used
(with a high effort for the hearer) whereas in (c) a one-to-one
signal-object association is obtained, with high Es. At some
intermediate, critical point (b) a transition occurs between
both extremes, in which the frequency of word use follows
Zipf’s law (see text) and polysemy is present but limited to
a small number of words. For clarity, isolated or rare words
are drawn with a fixed size, although they should have a very
small (or zero) radius.
complex dynamical systems apply to language as well and
what aspects of language they can explain. We briefly
discussed an example of such an effort for the most sim-
plest form of language, namely names for objects.
The study of language networks and the identification
of their universal statistical properties provides an ten-
tative integrative picture. The previous networks are
not isolated: In figure 6 we summarize some of the
key relations, in which language networks define a given
scale within a community of interacting individuals. The
changes in lexicon and grammar through time are tied to
social changes. A common language is displayed by any
community of speakers, but it is far from a stable entity.
Semantic and syntactic relations are at the basis of sen-
tence production and they result from evolutionary and
social constraints. Although we have a limited picture
of possible evolutionary paths, the presence of language
universals and the use of mathematical models can help
elucidate them. On the other hand, the ontogeny of these
networks offers an additional information that can also
help distinguishing the components affecting the emer-
gence of human language and the role played by genetic
versus cultural influences.
The explanation of universal statistical network fea-
tures is even more in its infancy. There are several rea-
sons for this. First of all the explanation of these features
generally requires that we understand the forces that are
active in the building of the networks. This means that
we must adopt an evolutionary point of view in the study
of language, which contrasts with the dominating struc-
turalist trend in the 20th century focusing only on the
synchronic description of language. Second we must de-
velop more complex models of the cognitive processes
that underly the creation, maintenance, and transmis-
sion of language networks. The example discussed earlier
argued that there are two basic forces at work: maximiz-
ing communicative success and expressive power while
minimizing effort required, but the translation of these
forces into concrete cognitive models and their effect for
the explanation of the more complex aspects of language,
in particular grammar, is to a large extend open. Third,
in many biological systems, the general laws governing
complex adaptive systems not only act as limiting forces,
but also as forces leading to the emergence of complex
and ordered structures (18). This fascinating hypothe-
sis still remains to be examined seriously for the case of
language evolution.
Although we believe that the application of network
analysis to the study of language has an enormous po-
tential, it is also worthwhile to point out the limits. First
of all, there are other types of universal trends in lan-
guage which cannot be explained by this approach, ei-
ther because they are not related to statistical features
of language networks or because they are due to the other
causal factors discussed in the introduction: human em-
bodiment, the nature of the tasks for which language
is used, or historical contingencies and family relations
between languages. Second, as Herbert Simon already
argued (56) p.440, the ubiquity of certain statistical dis-
tributions, such as Zipf’s law, and the many mechanisms
that can generate them means that they do not com-
pletely capture the fine-grained uniqueness of language.
Clearly, the study of language dynamics and evolu-
tion needs to be a highly multidisciplinary effort (62).
We have proposed a framework of study that helps to
understand the global dynamics of language and brings
language closer to many other complex systems found in
nature, but much remains to be done and many disci-
plines within cognitive science will have to contribute.
Box 4. Questions for future research
How do language networks grow through language
acquisition?
Are there statistical differences among networks for
different languages?
Can a typology of languages be constructed where
the genealogical relations are reflected in network
features?
How do general principles discovered in statistical
physics play a role in the topology of language net-
works?
Can artificial communities of agents develop lan-
guages with scale-free network structures?
How are language networks modified through aging
and brain damage?
Is there a link between cortical maps involved in lan-
guage and observed language networks?
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